What is a From Tutorials to Trading speaker?
This is an opportunity to inspire current students on the Financial and Computational Mathematics MSc course with your real-life experience. The course focuses on producing a solid workforce for the financial sector, so a connection with real world industry is crucial for students understanding.

If you are currently working in or tangential to the financial sector, and could motivate our students with your tips for success – we want to hear from you!

Who can be a From Tutorials to Trading speaker?
Alumni and non-alumni who are currently working in:
- quantitative finance at investment banks
- hedge funds and tech firms dealing with trading, credit agencies or regulatory bodies
- tangential industries, such as recruitment for the financial sector

What do I need to do as a From Tutorials to Trading speaker volunteer?
Sharing your in-depth knowledge and first-hand experience of the financial sector, along with any top tips, you’d be presenting to 25-30 students for an hour, as part of their compulsory course structure.

As well as making a direct impact on the future financial sector workforce, you will be able to practice your speaking skills and develop your network.

The course leader would be available to consult with prior to delivery of your presentation.

When do they take place?
Date: A Friday slot in the new academic year (starting October 2017) – flexible to suit the volunteer
Volunteering hours: 1 hour presentation (plus travel time and lunch, which will be provided)

Interested?
Please complete an application form today – a member of the team will then be in touch to discuss the opportunity further.